find their way into non-academic settings to give lectures, teach courses or workshops, and write short popular accounts of workers' history.
These opportunities have generally been limited for people whose professional lives are so strictly defined by university and college teaching and the circuit of academic conferences -especially in a country with less well developed programs in workers' education than those offered through the Workers Educational Association in Britain or the long-established labour studies programs in the United States.
5 Yet, during the 1980s, labour historians found growing numbers of-people outside academia who shared their'irTtërëst intfîe workers' past. More teachers were trying to introduce this story into their classrooms. Archivists and librarians were 2 History Workshop began in 1966 in Ruskin College at Oxford University. It involved a new, more participatory approach to adult education for working-class students, iri which they researched and wrote their own history within a framework of collective support and critique. In 1975 a new journal, History Workshop, appeared, and a large conference was convened at Ruskin each year. This new approach to history also brought into being many local working-class history groups known as "history workshops." In addition to the journal itself, see, Raphael Samuel, "History Workshop, 1966-80," in Samuel, éd., People's History and Socialist Theory (London 1981) , 410-17. 3 Probably the most high-profile example has been the Labour College of Canada, which has included academically trained labour historians in its teaching staff for many years. CAW Local 525: 1948 -1998 (Hamilton 1998 more eager to preserve the records of this experience. Artists, musicians, and playwrights were not only making workers and their history a theme in their art, but also creating projects to encourage working-class artistic expression. Unionists and union staff were slowly developing enough interest in workers' history to recognize that it was not being well enough preserved. Gradually these distinct strands began to coalesce into coalitions to organize public programs to preserve and celebrate workers' history and culture. Labour historians often played major roles in pulling together these new projects as part of their search for a new definition of the intellectual's social role that breached the walls around academia more effectively. What follows here are my own reflections on collaborative work with a variety of people, for the most part from outside academic life, in several different projects in workers' history in southern Ontario over the past fifteen years. These comments are intended both to highlight the challenges facing labour historians in this kind of engagement outside the academy and to suggest possible ways to negotiate them. The emphasis on problems in this discussion should not overshadow the enormous personal rewards that this work brings -the ongoing, humbling process
• Education as its Women's Studies and Labour Studies Co-ordihator, and later headed its Equity Studies department.
See Archivants "Special Issue on Documenting Labour," 27 (Winter 1988-89) ; and the Association of Canadian Archivists, labour Archives Bulletin.
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The most important forms were the Mayworks Festival, which began in Toronto in 1986 and emerged in a few other Canadian cities in subsequent years, and the Artist and the Workplace Program, sponsored by the Ontario Arts Council. See Catherine McLcod, Mayworks: Ten Good Years (Toronto 1996) ; Karl Beveridge, "Working Partners: The Arts and the Labour Movement," in Stecdman el at., eds., Hard Lessons, 251-68; "Programme Links Unions and Artists," Worklines (Spring 1994), 10-11 ; and Karl Beveridge and Jude Johnston, Making Our Mark: Labour Arts and Heritage in Ontario (Toronto 1999) . Rosemary Donegan has curated several exhibitions with work and workers as the central theme; see, in particular, Spadina Avenue (Vancouver and Toronto 1985) ; and Industrial Images/Images industrielles (Hamilton 1989) . 9 See, in particular, D'Arcy Martin, "The Ontario Workers' Museum" (initial discussion draft prepared for the Arts and Labour Subcommittee, Ontario Federation of Labour, 7 June 198S). °Thcse include a photographic history project through the McMaster Labour Studies Program, presentations to three Ontario Museum Association conferences (one of which I co-chaired), a term on the Toronto Board of Education's Labour Education Committee, a curriculum development project for that board using historical photographs, three historical presentations at plaque un veilings for the Ontario Heritage Foundation (on whose board f was vice-chair for three years), guest lectures to teachers' conferences, labour-arts events, historical societies, and unions, and twelve years on the board of the Ontario Workers Arts and Heritage Centre, as administrator, lobbyist, fundraiser, historical advisor, curator, and much more.
of learning, the new scope for creafivity, the deep attachments among co-workers, the warmth of appreciative audiences. It has always been worth the effort.
Workers ' Heritage
Launching new programs in workers' history brought the various participants in this new movement into the rapidly expanding realm of historical reconstruction known as "public history." This term is now used to refer to a diverse range of public programming undertaken through museums-historic sites/Historical societies, architectural conservancy associations, and government agencies, all run with a mixture of government and private funding. It can take the form of monuments and plaques, restored buildings, exhibitions and displays, speeches and lectures, films and videos, special events, festivals, pageants, and other celebrations -all intended to preserve and interpret particular elements of the past as embodiments of shared values and aspirations -our "heritage." Public-history projects have multiplied rapidly in Canada since the early 1970s -a doubling of the number of museums, for example, from about 1,000 in 1972 to over 2,000 by the early 1990s (some 600 of them in Ontario)." For the most part, the dominant modes of cultivating public memory have been highly selective in their form and content, and have conveyed implicit (and sometimes overt) elitist lessons about hierarchy, social and civic harmony, ideological consensus, and cultural cohesion. Public history, for example, has fed the well-cultivated myths of Ontario society as one steeped in benign paternalism, popular deference, and other manifestations of deeply rooted conservatism. Until the 1980s, only a few museums, historical societies, or historic sites acknowledged that workers were part of the national, provincial, or local "heritage." Most simply ignored workers' past in their program-
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mmg. The 1970s and 1980s did see some soul-searching in heritage institutions and some effort to recognize greater diversity in the past. The strongest pressures came from the blossoming "multiculturalism" of ethnic groups not drawn from the British 1 'j. LynncTeather, "Museum-Making in Canada (to 1972),"Muse (Summer/Fall 1992), 29; Greg flaeker, Margaret May, and Mary Tivy, "Ontario Museums in the 1990s," Muse (Summer/Fall 1992), 120.
Isles and, to a lesser extent, from the diffusion of feminist critiques throughout the culture generally.
i4 The emergence of new state funding to support the history of women and ethnic and racial groups helped to make them a higher priority in heritage planning. As the staff in some of these institutions became more professionalized and more sensitive to the new developments in Canadian social history, some workers ' history ultimately found its way inside as well. A few large museums (especially in Western Canada) and a growing number of local museums have made serious efforts to address working-class experience. Yet, these new initiatives remained limited: they rarely involved consultation with the labour movement, and, In January 1983, (he Ontario Museum Association sponsored a large conference on the history of work, "Industrious in Their Habits: Rediscovering the World of Work," but the Song-term impact on the Ontario heritage community seems to have been negligible. There is no consistent inventory of exhibitions relating to working-class history in Canada. The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature has had a series of a exhibitions beginning with "Concerning Work" in 1982 (which travelled across the country) and including a recent display on "Winnipeg 1919"; see Alan F.J. Artibise and Wendelina A. Fraser, "Concerning Work: Change in the Work Process in Canada, 1850 -2000 ," Muse (Summer 1984 , 34-6. The Vancouver Museum organized a large exhibit on "Making a Living, Making a Life" in 1992. In Ontario, the Woodlands Cultural Centre in Brantford presented an exhibition on native iron workers entitled "Skywalkers" in 1987, the Welland Museum has presented several exhibits on workers' lives, and the Windsor Community Museum opened an exhibition on autoworkers and auto production in 1998. Women's work was featured in exhibits in Welland, Brant County, Chatham-Kent, Peterborough, and Raleigh. Miners' history has had plenty of ongoing attention at the Miners' Museum in Glace Bay, NS, and the Cumberland Museum in Cumberland, DC, among others. The Beaton Institute at the University College of Cape Breton has undertaken a many-faceted "Steei Project," which included the production of a video on the history of stcclworkcrs and steel-making. For a review of similar and even more widespread developments in the United States, see Mike Wallace, "Razor Ribbons, History Museums, and Civic Salvation," Radical History Review, 57 (Fall 1993), 221-41. across the broad canvass of mainstream heritage programming, workers still remained invisible or marginalized.
In response, the clusters of labour historians and others interested in workers' history and culture consciously appropriated the term "heritage" and declared that the neglect of "workers ' heritage" had to stop. They meant that not only did workers have a right to pass on to their children the collective memory of their particular history, but also that all Canadians should know about workers' contribution to the larger society. In the face of widespread indifference in mainstream heritage • institutions, much-of-the new public programming of workers' heritage was organized outside the established institutional frameworks. Distinct organizations were formed that drew together a variety of people and groups. Labour historians have worked with the local labour movement in Vancouver, Winnipeg, Sudbury, Toronto, Hamilton, Sydney, and New Waterford to develop walking tours of working-class history. Ottawa and Kingston now have active workers' heritage committees connected to the local labour councils. 17 Since 1980 the Ecomusée du Fier Monde in Montréal has been constantly evolving into a fascinating community-based project in the preservation of working-class history. 18 And new projects keep emerging.
1 Most of the comments that follow are based on my work with what is probably the most ambitious of these projects to date-the Ontario Workers Arts and Heritage Centre, an eleven-year-old collaboration among representatives of organized labour, artists and curators, teachers, archivists, community activists, and academics. After many years of planning and fund-raising, the Centre was able to open a permanent headquarters in Hamilton in November 1996, where it now runs an extensive range of programming.
For labour historians, these new projects in workers' public history involve extending their professional skills as scholars and teachers. 21 They apply their accumulated knowledge about the conditions of working-class life, workers' strategies of coping, and their struggles to change their world, or use their research Peter Steven, "Time Tripping: Cross Country Check-Up on Labour History Tours," Our Times, September-October 1996, 24-8. 17 Pcter Boyle, "Project Highlights Kingston Workers," Worklines (Spring 1994), 7; Ken Clavette, "Giving a Voice to Ottawa's Disappearing Industrial Workers -Preserving our Heritage: An Oral History Project," Worklines, Fall 1996 /Winter 1997 "L'Ecomusée de la maison du fier monde," Muse (Winter 1991), 8-9; "Innovation Marks Montreal Museum," Worklines (Spring 1994), 9. 1 In the L/nited States, this kind of collaboration has resulted in the publication of a glossy, well-illustrated magazine, labor's Heritage, by the AFL-ClO's George Meany Centre.
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The evolution of the Centre since 1994 and the range of its activities can be traced through the pages of its newsletter, Worklines, which is published twice a year. See also the first annual report issued in November 1997. skills to dig deeper into a specific subject. 22 They also recognize the need to communicate to the less well-informed, just as in their undergraduate classrooms or their talks to labour audiences. From its earliest 19th-century forms, the museum was always seen as an educational tool that parallelled other forms of cultural diffusion such as public schools, and, however much museum practices have changed, the didactic, educational role remains predominant. Yet, for the historian, in many ways, the move into public history has meant stepping onto a stage where the script and stage directions are much less familiar. A few historians have worked sporadically with local history societies and museums, and some have begun to teach courses in public history to undergraduate and graduate students. But most university-based historians have never done diis kind of work, nor been trained to undertake it. Moreover, it is not highly valued within the academic reward system of tenure and promotion, nor supported by most agencies of scholarly funding.
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In two OWAHC exhibitions that I worked on, for example, I simply incorporated my previous scholarship, but a third required a great deal of new research.
In 1988, the Ontario Heritage Policy Review's Summary of Public Submissions (Toronto 1988} included only six people (out of 247 presenters) who gave a university address. I was virtually the only academic historian to show up at its large public meeting at Toronto's Harbourfront to discuss the issues (my invitation to this event resulted from some work I had done with the Ontario Museum Association a few years earlier) At the same time, it must be said that the discussion at that meeting proceeded as though university history
The historian who crosses the great divide between academic and public history will first be shocked at the devastation that a decade of government budget-slashing has accomplished in die cultural sector. Starved of public funds, administrators of museums and other public-history institutions are scrambling to organize volunteer labour, to raise funds from the community, and to compete for extremely limited "partnerships" in the private sector to run their programs. They may also have to shape their programming to fit the priorities of state bureaucracies -towards multiculturalism, for example, rather than class-based history. -In this context, it is-notsurprising that workers' heritage projects have had to rely heavily on financial support from unions.
Above and beyond these constraints, the labour historian who enters public history is confronted with at least four other major adjustments: competing for attention with other voices of historical interpretation; learning to work with artifacts;.fmding new ways to communicate ideas; and coping with diverse audiences. These are dilemmas for any historian but particular challenges for the labour historian.
Competing Interpretations
Any historian drawn into public history is probably first forced to confront the fact that he or she has no monopoly on historical interpretation within the project team. In fact, a new humility will no doubt be necessary in agreeing to work with non-academics who are glad to have his or her expertise on board, but may not accept the historian's right to set the agenda for the project. As many as three other kinds of historical interpretation and communication compete with academic history (and can have much larger audiences).
The first comes from what is often termed the "heritage community" -a loose assortment of people who run local museums, historical societies, and historic sites. In most provinces their interests are promoted 'by some kind of province-wide historical society of "history buffs," as well as the more professionally oriented Canadian Museums Association and its provincial counterparts. Most of these people have little or no training in academic history (though, since the 1970s, a small but growing percentage may have both history degrees and some professional training in museology or archives studies 6 ). Mostare volunteers who devote a great deal of time to preserving local heritage, especially old buildings, cemeteries, and the remnants of pioneer life.
The work of these local history enthusiasts is heavily empirical. They amass artifacts and great quantities of information about people and events in a community, which they often publish far outside the orbit of university presses. But their empiricism masks some unmistakable assumptions. As some critics have argued, the heritage community tends to have a nostalgic, relatively uncritical view of the past -one that emphasizes harmony and such solid virtues as hard work and determination and one that assumes the past is closed and shut off from the present. For them, touching the past through public history should be a feel-good experience, a retreat from the disruptions of modernism into a simpler, less troubling world. The rapid proliferation of all these heritage projects after 1970 suggests that many white, Anglo-Celtic, middle-class, and middle-aged Canadians were looking for a cultural anchor in the face of the devastation of familiar urban landscapes, a rapidly changing population mix, rising social conflict, and a steady erosion of local control.
Within this heritage community, an important competitor to workers' heritage is the industrial museum, usually run by the enterprise that worked on the site, such as Redpath Sugar in Toronto, Hiram Walker in Windsor, and, until 1997, Seagram in Waterloo. Here the machinery and technical processes of production loom large in the public programming. So do the products made there and the popular culture within which they circulated, including product advertising (Toronto's recently opened Bata Shoe Museum is a striking example). These are invariably up-beat There may also be state heritage agencies. The Ontario Heritage Foundation, for example, was charged with a modest, ambiguous role of heritage programming, mostly maintaining . a network of historical plaques, providing funds for other heritage and archaelogicat activities, and operating a string of stately rural mansions as local museums and the historic Elgin-Winter Garden Theatre in Toronto.
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The Ontario Museum Association began offering certificate courses in "museum studies" in 1979; Baekcr, May, and Tivy, "Ontario Museums," 121. See also Hood, "Toward Collaboration?" Culture, 1880 -1920 (New York 1981 .
places, celebrating the "progress" represented in industrial transformation and presenting a sanitized version of the past. Workers generally appear as embodiments of technical expertise or as machine tenders. If the social relations of the workplace are acknowledged, they are presented in a glow of "we-were-all-onehappy-family" corporate paternalism. None of the serious accidents or diseases of the workplace, the harsh indignities inflicted by supervisors, the paltry wages, the sexist and racist hiring policies, or the flashes of bitter labour-management conflict -all of which labour historians have documented repeatedly -.find their way into-the exhibitions. Even wKere local communities undertake to revive this industrial history in an old mill or plant, the same emphasis may prevail." There have been important exceptions, such as the handful of miners' museums in Canada.
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In practice, labour historians may find most of the heritage community more of an impediment (or at least a silent or indifferent onlooker) than a direct competitor in programming workers' heritage. With the exception of the heritage work in a few single-industry towns, especially mining communities, workers have not often figured in the reconstructed past in local museums and historical societies. The buildings that heritage groups thought were worth preserving were either the earliest "pioneer" structures (including military fortifications), or the grand public buildings and lavish homes of the wealthy. The events or social institutions worth remembering were almost never strikes, unions, socialist parties, or anything else smacking of conflict and confrontation. Until the early 1990s, the government-run Ontario Heritage Foundation had only one commemorative plaque devoted to workers' protest out of more than one thousand across the province -and the one group of workers remembered was the "Tolpuddle Martyrs," British labour organizers who had been exiled in the 1830s. See, for example, Stephen Barber, "Conserving Winnipeg's Built Heritage, 1974 -1985 ," Prarie Forum, 15,2 (Fall 1990 Brunswick unionist Raymond Léger argued that "the labour movement in general has not used labour history as an educational tool as it should have"; see "The New Brunswick Experience," Labour/Le Travail, 11 (Spring 1991), 211-12. For a discussion of the limited interest in local workers' history among some American unions, see James R. Green, "Workers, Unions, and the Politics of Public History, " Public Historian, 11,4 (Fall 1989), 15-19. biography. In part too, that turn resulted from the greater availability of academic labour historians willing to work with labour. In large part, though, a slowly emerging historical consciousness reflected a growing concern among unionists about the attacks on unions and on their hard-won gains.
When labour leaders began to articulate the need for heritage preservation, they certainly did not use the antimodernist arguments that still animate so much of the rank and file in the heritage community. A central thrust of the labour movement's participation in workers' heritage projects is to make_the_past relevant-to the current" situation of-working people. Unionists look to the past for validation of their contemporary concerns and for the threads of a tradition of resistance and struggle. That too can be a selective use of the past, focusing on organized workers and on successful confrontations, rather than the full range of working-class experience. Specifically, they tend to put their financial resources behind history projects that focus on their own unions or branches of the labour movement. Women, people of colour, the homeless, the unorganized generally lack that kind of sponsorship. So, while labour historians may find the older heritage community ignoring them, they may also find that the public history desired by the labour movement may engage only part of their expertise and interests.
Whether in a community museum or a labour hall, this kind of public history also involves a great deal more commemoration, celebration, and myth-making than most academics are accustomed to. Many may identify strongly with their subjects (business historians and biographers are often particularly committed), but hard-boiled social and cultural historians may squirm uncomfortably in this new "public" arena. This is particularly true when exhibit themes directly address the labour movement. There is scope here for critical history, but it is constrained by the inevitable expectation of the organizers or sponsors of exhibitions that "we did great things together in the past." So far it has fairly easy to inject criticisms of sexism and racism within working-class experience, largely because activists within working-class communities are raising those issues today. Other subjects must be treated gently or avoided, however -bureaucratization, communism, or battles between unions within the "House of Labour," for example. This dilemma is deepened by the need for union money, as other sources of funding disappear. There is no need, however, for labour historians to be simply uncritical tools of narrow union agendas. It is possible to find ways to encourage current union members to consider their own history in a different light. Historians can use their critical lenses to play an active role in helping to shape popular "myths" among working people, to strengthen an appreciation of the diversity of working-class experience.
The second form of historical reconstruction that academic historians will find themselves up against is the mass media, which, independent of any official mandate, regularly infuse popular consciousness with their versions of history (or project those produced elsewhere). Newspapers have considerable impact here, as do mass-produced novels and popular histories (such as those produced by Pierre Berton or Heather Robertson). But, these days, these media have much less impact than historical films, television mini-series, or the whole cable channel devoted to "History." Film and video have taken on an immensely powerful role in influencing perceptions of the past.
37 Some workers' history has been finding its way into these visual media over the past 15-20 years, and some film-makers certainly see themselves as loosely part of the workers' heritage movement. Films dealing with workers may be fictional works, non-fiction documentaries, or a hybrid known as "docudrama." Recently, for example, television viewers in Ontario have had access to a CBC drama on children in Cape Breton coal mines (Pit Ponies), a documentary on the 1946 steelworkers' strike in Hamilton (Defying the Law), and another on the lives of workers in Toronto's Inglis plant (Working Days). They have also had the chance to see a major feature film about a Cape Breton mining community (Margaret's Museum)? 9 For labour historians, the problem is that even documentaries follow cinematic conventions that are different from the historian's craft. These visual rcconstruc-
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The interaction of working-class audiences and feature films is explored in Peter Stead, Film and the Working Class: The Feature Film in British and American Society (London 1989).
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The development of the docudrama is traced in Eric Breitbart, "The Painted Mirror: Historical Re-creation from the Panorama to the Docudrama," in Benson, Brier, and Rosenzweig, eds., Presenting the Past, 105-17.
For a guide to American (and a few Canadian) films about workers, see Tom Zaniello, Working Stiffs, Union Maids, Reds, and Riffraff: An Organized Guide to Films About Labor (Jthaca 1996) .
tions are most often produced by film-makers with little or no historical training, who typically consult with historians but still write their scripts independently. Nuancing of interpretation almost inevitably succumbs to the emphasis on narrative or character development. The conventions of film-making also put a premium on high-quality visuals and tight editing. So academic historians may find themselves battling with film-makers over historical accuracy and interpretation. Given the power of the visual in contemporary culture, this is a medium that we can expect will continue to be influential in conveying histoncal_messages.to.large audiences (although-films about working-class experience are hard to fund and will probably remain small in number 41 ). It is a medium that labour historians must be prepared to struggle with to get their expertise respected and integrated, even if the price may be frustration.
Historians have had to compete with a third form of constructing history that is much less public but undoubtedly has a much wider basis in the working class. That is the oral culture that passes on the memory of local events, colourful people, or daily routines, usually in the form of story-telling. These versions of the past are communicated over the family dinner table, the backyard fence, the cafeteria table at work, the beer glasses in a tavern, and countless other informal settings. Generally they have few public outlets, although they may be part of the public culture of after-dinner speeches or occasionally may carry over into the local print and broadcast media (little is passed on through ballads or other popular music as in earlier societies). The historical experience of women is largely relegated to these channels. The Center on History-Making in America found through surveys that respondents to the question "Where do you turn for information about the past?" listed, in order of frequency, "books; family members or relatives; primary sources, such as letters or archival material; professionals including scholars and teachers; and television." In subsequent interviews, "grandparents were seen as the most trustworthy sources for information about family and human experiences, while teachers as well as TV were perceived as biased." Barbara Franco, "The Communication Conundrum: What is the Message? Who is Listening?" Journal of American History, 81, 1 (June 1994), 157. This kind of popular memory is not necessarily a static view of the past, and can bring a critical perspective -say, a parent's memory of a son's death in a war that contains little of the heroism of official renditions on Remembrance Day. Researchers engaged in oral history of workers may actually discover a deep contempt for other sources of historical reconstruction ("they don't really understand what happened"). Of course, popular story-telling can be problematic for the historian. The stories tend to be narrowly focused on the most immediate personal relationships within families, neighbourhoods, and workplaces, rather than on broader social dynamics. Indeed, they are often seen consciously as a transmission belt of memories to the next generation within kinship circles or within a particular workplace. They can be full of stoicism in the face of adversity, but, overall, optimistic, as befits a process intended to promote dignity and respect. The popularly related stories of the Great Depression of the 1930s, for example, are generally about survival in the face of chronic economic insecurity (rather than unrelenting defiance through strikes or demonstrations).^ Nor are these memories innocent or pristine. Memories change -not just through erosion but also through unconscious revision (since such stories almost invariably involve reflection on the ever-changing contemporary world). In fact, popular memory is imbedded in that complex ideological amalgam known as "common sense." Story-telling may not have much direct connection to academic or popular writing on history, but it is filtered through a variety of dominant social, cultural, and political discoursesin schools, the mass media, and public commemoration, in particular. The rhetoric and imagery of the Cold War, for example, shaped popular memories of labour struggles in crucial ways. Sometimes, moreover, the collective working-class memories of a community can been compressed and reintegrated into a more expansive, though factually less certain, tale with the status of "legend." Many Canadian labour historians have grappled with these limitations in their academic scholarship, and, therefore, can bring a sensitivity to the use of oral history. In public-history work, they will feel more pressure to respect the process of storytelling, but they can nonetheless interrogate and contextualize the content as carefully as any other sources. This can be a major challenge when the story-teller is a respected, elderly worker.
Bringing workers' stories into public history work can be simply the vacuum cleaner approach of die oral historian -accumulating information as the raw material for exhibitions, just as academic historians gather oral evidence for their scholarly writing. But that process and the resulting product are generally controlled by the interviewer and may simply take the familiar academic shape. We are typically too insensitive to notice and appreciate the particular cultural form of the working-elass story --its narrative structure, its cadences, its ethical power. In workers' heritage programming, the challenge is to recognize that the mode of story-telling (rather than the didactic text panel) is central to the way in which most workers understand the past. The use of video-taped interviews within exhibitions and of elderly workers as tour guides can help. It is also important to recognize that humour is a central force in working-class story-telling, rather than the earnest preachiness or melodrama that middle-class writers tend to adopt in their accounts of working-class life. If the labour historian working in public history has no sense of humour, or at least irony, he or she is doomed.
The Ontario Workers Arts and Heritage Centre also used personal reminiscences as the basis for two of its published walking tours, which include oral cassettes with recorded voices to be used in a tape recorder during the tour. A 1997 display on women in northern-Ontario mining communities used transcribed interviews as text, and a 1998 exhibition on Ontario autoworkers presented the actual voices of Studebaker workers. But, on the whole, the Centre's exhibitions have reflected the academic's more abstract conceptualization of the past and have not been structured around story-telling. We still have much to learn about how to link our analytical insights to this popular mode of communication, especially through first-person narrative. 4 The Centre has discovered, however, that story-telling makes superb theatre. Several times since late 1996, OWAHC has staged CuFu, a one-man show performed by Charlie Chiarelli, a professional story-teller-tumed-actor, who grew up in the Italian neighbourhood around the Centre. The performance is a brilliant pastiche of personal stories that brings to life more powerfully than any text panel the nature of Hamilton's postwar immigrant working-class experience. It has been extremely popular with audiences. For a discussion of the many uses of museum theatre, see Sherry Anne Chapman, "Forward Through the Past: Reminiscence Theatre and Museums,"A7Ï«' e (December 1998),12-14. Academically trained labour historians, then, must manoeuver among these competing claims to historical interpretation by heritage enthusiasts, film-makers, and community story-tellers. They soon discover the need to work out a fine balance between their claims to professional expertise and their respect for the insights and perspectives of other kinds of practitioners. Frequently they will find that they have the most critical voice in the project team and will have to negotiate recurrent tendencies to commemorate and glorify -a difficult but not impossible task. Fortunately there are many people employed in public history who share this 50 concern.
Confronting the Artifact
Once labour historians have come to terms with the competing methods and goals of "doing" history, they are confronted with a second major adjustment -the importance of the artifact as both a source of interpretation and a medium of communication with the past. For the most part, other than those studying native peoples, academic historians make little use of artifacts in their research. They may glean some insights from material-culture researchers, but most remain firmly rooted in archival paper.
5 ' 11 is therefore a new research chal lenge to set o ff in search of objects to be used in an exhibition and to interpret history through them. Furthermore, historians are not accustomed to foregrounding their primary sources. They usually bury most of them in their footnotes, dropping only the juiciest tidbits into their texts. In contrast, public history usually assumes that visitors will get much of the message from their own direct appreciation of objects from the past. Our written analysis on a text panel or an exhibition catalogue may have much less immediate impact than the material objects themselves.
For historians of the working class, this reliance on the artifact poses particular problems. Just as workers left behind relatively few pieces of paper for us to sift through in researching our books, so too most of their material culture has not been well preserved. Museums and historical societies have seldom been as interested as we might like in the tools of working-class housewives and wage-earners, the clothing workers wore, and the objects they surrounded themselves with on a daily basis. What they have may be poorly or inaccurately identified. That neglect is Joy Parr has been a significant exception; sec her "Shopping for a Good Stove: A Parable About Gender, Design, and the Market," in Parr, cd., A Diversity of Women; Ontario, 1945 -1980 (Toronto 1995 Most museums have a permanent collection of artifacts around which they structure their exhibitions. OWAHC has chosen not to build up such a collection, but rather to remain an "interpretive centre," gathering material for exhibitions as needed.
Mary Tivy, "The Quality of Research is Definitely Strained: Collections Research in Ontario Community Museums," Material History Review, 27 (Spring 1988), 61-8. not surprising since documenting the material culture of working-class life is extremely difficult. Where can museum staff turn for descriptions of a workers' kitchen or bedroom, a factory lunchroom, a local tavern, or even the inside of a union hall? Fortunately, for the 20th century at least, many answers lie in the memories of elderly workers. Along with the historian's careful research in newspapers, public-health reports, social surveys, and so on, interviews can help to clarify what to look for. Often, it turns out mat much of this material culture is still to be found on the walls and shelves and in the baseme_nts_and attics-of-many working-class families; The chàlièng'e is to get people to bring forth objects that they have rarely thought of as having any historical value outside their own family history. A bigger dilemma is how to portray the world of work in gargantuan workplaces -such as the open-hearth department of a steel mill or the assembly line of an auto plant. No one makes much effort to save large industrial machinery. Owners often sell it off for scrap.
For the labour-historian-turned-public-historian, the material culture of the formal organizations of the working class ought to be more accessible. But the banners, placards, floats, charters, photographs, pins, ribbons, regalia, posters, commemorative booklets, union labels, and so much more have not been well looked after over the years. Much was intended to be ephemeral {including the colourfijJ floats, costumes, and effigies from labour parades), and much was pitched Scotia, 1949 -1949 (Halifax 1986 . Domestic technology is discussed in Suzanne Marchand, "L'impact des innovations technologiques sur la view quotidienne des Québécoises du début du XXe siècle out or passed into private hands as unions dissolved or officers changed. Unions are busy organizations with limited time, money, or inclination to devote to careful preservation of their artifacts. Recent efforts to locate this kind of material in southern-Ontario union offices for an OWAHC exhibition on labour parades was depressingly unrewarding. More efforts to promote preservation within unions and labour centrals will be necessary.
Public historians interested in workers' heritage have wisely responded to the challenge of bringing working-class history back to life by extending their programming out beyond the walls of heritage institutions to use working-class neighbourhoods as living artifacts and as an active resource for portraying workers' heritage. The results have been impressive, if limited so far. Walking tours, community-sponsored exhibitions, installations, workshops, commemorative events, and so on have made it possible to use the architectural heritage of these older neighbourhoods and the oral traditions still alive and well within them to bring to life an earlier period of working-class history (though obviously this tends to be limited to the 20th-century experience). At this point, academic historians may well find themselves drawn to fascinating new historiographical questions about spatial dimensions of history and the uses of memory that can enrich their scholarship immensely. 56 Unfortunately, the ability to use these neighbourhoods as an "ecomuseum" is increasingly constrained by four new forces that have emerged over the past thirty years in many larger cities: the devastation of so-called urban renewal projects, the dispersion of so many of these older working-class communities to the suburbs, the colonizing of the older neighbourhoods by middle-class renovators (or new working-class immigrants), and the steady, long-term de-industrialization of so many old industrial areas, which has often led to the abandonment and eventual destruction of both workers' housing and important old industrial buildings. The demolition of Toronto's Inglis factory was a striking case in point. 7 The heritage agencies with power to designate historically significant buildings rarely raise a ruckus about industrial heritage, despite the fact that community life may have revolved around these sites for decades. Hardly any factories or mills have been preserved as heritage sites, and those that have tend to be 19th century mills situated in picturesque river valleys. 58 So, for all these reasons, labour historians will find themselves in a scramble for artifacts. As in our scholarly endeavours, we may find Ourselves heavily dependent on sources generated outside the working class -temperance literature, public-health posters, or commercial advertising aimed at working-class housewives, for example. Above all, however, we are drawn to photographs. The most common visual display of working-class history is a photographic exhibition. There are,of course,-a multitude of problems with seeing these as the unfiltered windows on workers' past. Most of the photos taken at the time and almost all those that have survived were produced by people from outside the working class who found workers quaint, exotic, pathetic, heroic, or, in the case of professional studio photographers, simply respectable customers. Many historians have used photographs in their books and articles far too uncritically -as merely illustrations, without questioning the assumptions and conventions that lay behind the photographer's eye. In heritage work, labour historians can bring that sensitivity to the use of photographs in heritage presentations and can try to encourage visitors to examine the biases in this kind of artifact. They don't always do so.
9

Modes of Communicating
The third adjustment that historians have to make in moving into public history is to the new modes of communication that we must learn to work with (and for which they are generally completely untrained). They typically get far less room to put their thoughts into writing in public history than in academic work. They may get A turn-of-the-century saloon in the !998 OWAHC exhibition "Booze: Work, Pleasure, and Controversy." the chance to contribute to a catalogue or handout, but the space is limited, and the prose must be sparse. They are exhorted not to write out their books on the wall, since visitors to heritage instalations have little tolerance for excessive wordiness. Most of their written contributions to public history are short paragraphs mounted on text panels alongside or embedded within a display. Far more of their analysis must be communicated visually (or perhaps orally) through the selection and presentation of artifacts, the arrangement of space within the exhibition, and the use of lighting and sound. Museum instalations are also increasingly interactive, involving hands-on contact with displays and access to CD-ROMS, interactive videos, and motion-activated lighting and sound. Historians' expertise rarely extends to these media. As an American museum administrator has suggested, "an exhibition or a historic site is much more than the written text of labels and conveys much more complex information through spatial relationships, visual images, real things, and social interactions in a three-dimensional environment that is social, multisensory, and largely self-directed."
Preparing this public-history material involves forms of team-work that contrast sharply with the individualism of most academic scholarship. In some cases, historians have to work with museologically trained staff and professional designSome museums that have attempted to keep up with the social history produced in academia have gone overboard in producing lengthy, nuanced text panels, which do become fairly dense "books on the wall."
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ers. Many museums and historical societies, however, cannot afford such professionalism, and the historian and the local heritage enthusiasts have to make their own judgments. In this process they may fall back on the unquestioned formalities of the museums in their youth, with little understanding of new developments in museology.
Academics, nonetheless, generally do have a lot of experience in trying to communicate ideas in a learning process, and have been getting a lot more experimental in classroom techniques. Feminist influences on pedagogy 6 -2 have been-at the-forefront of a" wave of new concern to take account of students' social backgrounds in curriculum development, to engage them more actively in the learning process (with debates, role playing, or dramatizations), to stimulate small-group teamwork in classroom discussion, and to encourage projects that connect with the world beyond the university (for example, with oral-history projects). Many labour historians have learned that helping students understand what workers faced in the past, how they managed to survive, and how they rallied to change their world requires a good deal more than giving them information. They encourage them to look critically at primary historical sources and at the way history is written. They send them off to conduct interviews with seniors. All of these development in university teaching can be good experience to bring to bear on public history.
There are counter-pressures, however. What historians discover soon after their plunge into public history is that heritage presentations are competing with lavish "theme-park" approaches to public culture for patrons' attention and tourist dollars -a trend that, regretably, turns the past into a contained, definable commodity to be consumed in leisure time, outside the "real" world of modern society. 63 There is a growing assumption that museums have always been too earnest and that they cannot compete for the public's leisure time unless they become some kind of entertainment. The drying-up of stable state funding at all levels for heritage projects means that non-profit heritage institutions are desperate to attract admission fees (and to promote gift-shop sales). And the theme parks have set the pace in terms of expensive interactive technology and entertaining exhibits. Ultimately, few heritage institutions beyond such giants as the Royal Ontario Museum or the National Museum of Civilization can ever hope to compete head to head with Canada's Wonderland. There is unlikely to be a marked shift in cultural consumerism towards small heritage projects and institutions.
Historians of the working class may find this pressure to inject excitement into exhibitions particularly daunting since they have no experience in turning their research into entertainment (beyond classroom showmanship), they may have so few artifacts or images to work with, and, typically, the tight finances of their heritage projects prevent the use of expensive interactive toys. At OWAHC, several exhibitions have ended up as flat displays attached to walls, with only limited three-dimensionality and even more limited interactivity. Yet smaller projects can still make an impact if imaginatively conceived. It is possible to have active exhibitions about working-class history without CD-ROMs or interactive videos. Visitors can be "entertained" by doing as much as by watching. Keeping the exhibits as accessible and hands-on as possible is a starting point. Labour historians are well aware of the importance of manual labour in the working-class home or the paid workplace, and can use their knowledge of labour processes to help make visitor-friendly tools (original or reproductions) central to displays about the household, the factory, or the construction site. Dioramas of particular work settings need not be fenced off with ropes or p lex i -glass and can allow visitors to examine or try their hand at washing clothes by hand, shaping wood with a plane, or whatever. 64 In a stab at a different mode of presentation, I designed a large board game to demonstrate the pre-welfare-state family economy for a working-class kitchen in the 1930s, which, I am told, many children and adults have found as engaging as any computer simulation. Theatre and music can also enhance exhibitions (Jackie Washington, a well-known Hamilton African-Canadian blues musician who grew up in the working-class North End, has performed several times at This "Bread and Roses" board game was developed as an interactive element in an OWAHC exhibition on working-class Hamilton in the 1930s and 1940s.
It must be said that OWAHC has yet to make full use of this possibility. Morever, it has real limitations for mass-production work processes. OWAHC, for example). In the process of conceptualizing, labour historians invariably find themselves stretched in creative new directions by their interaction with the designers and artists who have been hired to make the exhibitions visually compelling.
Audiences
The fourth adjustment that academic historians have to make is to different audiences. Many aspire to write their books for-a wide; educated readership and succeed to varying degrees. In reality, their scholarly production most often reaches few beyond the specialists in the field who share their fascination with the subject, a slightly wider circle of graduate students, and, if they are lucky, some undergraduates who are compelled to read their work. In contrast, public history assumes from the start that the potential audience is wide, diverse, and unspecialized, ranging from the half-interested school children herded through local museums, to vacationing tourists (with or without children) checking out local attractions, to seniors seeking the nostalgia of past experience, to citizens seriously interested in deepening their knowledge of history and culture. One researcher found local museums in Ontario aiming at the comprehension level of a thirteen-year old, 65 but, in reality, it is risky to assume a single homogeneous audience. The diversity of audiences confronts the historian with the need to find a level of interpretation and a mode of communication that takes into account the ignorance and misconceptions, as well as the deep reservoirs of knowledge about a subject, that visitors might bring with them.
In the case of workers' heritage, there are two special problems. The first is that museums are not particularly popular with most working people. Or, perhaps more fairly, workers tend to prefer to spend their time in other ways. There are plenty of workers who are fascinated with history and participate in local history societies and heritage events, but they tend to be exceptional and most often elderly. Like most of us, workers' first contact with museums was probably on compulsory school trips, where many, must have found the serious, didactic tone of the grand halls filled with glass cases to be an extension of the class biases they were facing in their classrooms. Most did not find anything much relevant to their own lives in the institutions they were compelled to visit and had little inclination to come back. It is ironic that, while the Ontario Workers Arts and Heritage Centre chose to locate in Hamilton as a city with a rich working-class history, workers do not arrive spontaneously at our doors in large numbers. In July 1997, when a huge summer festival drew thousands of people to a waterfront park about half a mile away, perhaps a hundred walked up the hill to see the Centre's highly relevant exhibition on the social uses of the harbour entitled "The People and the Bay." Avoiding the word "museum" in favour of "arts and heritage centre" has not helped much since 'Tivy, "Quality of Research," 66. the word "heritage" still has official connotations and is not one that many working people use (at least not in this way).
The labour historian will probably also find that few workers want to fill their leisure hours immersed in the grim reality of slum life or exploitation in the workplace that runs through so much of the social history that we write. In their leisure time, they might understandably prefer not to confront experiences that are not so far from their own daily lives -jobs that are still unrewarding or unfulfiîiing, economic insecurity in their own families, general feelings of powerlessness, and so on. Why should we expect people to spend a Sunday afternoon getting depressed about their lot when they can find more fun almost anywhere else? What they seem to respond to best are the suggestions in exhibitions that workers were active agents in the past -that a wage-earner could take pride in his or her production, that a housewife strategized creatively against poverty, that a group of workers fought back against low wages, that a well-known local politician supported working people's struggles, and so on. Labour historians therefore may find themselves tailoring their contributions to public history to tone down the bleak and discouraging parts of workers' heritage.
One promising way to try bridging the gulf between a heritage centre and its working-class audiences is to involve working people themselves in the planning, development, and organization of an exhibition, so that a heritage display is not simply a professional product seeking a passive audience. The Ecomusée in Montreal has pioneered this work in Canada and has had considerable success.
66
OWAHC has had several exhibitions to which specific unions have been convinced to contribute, although involving members in the planning and production has proved difficult to organize. Two projects integrated unionists: members of two CUPE locals in Hamilton collaborated with artist Jim Miller on a project called "Making Time," and a group of retired Studebaker workers helped create an exhibition on their working lives in the Hamilton plant. Three projects did grow out of other bases in the community -residents of Hamilton's North End contributed to the walking-tour project known as "The Workers' City," a local centre for immigrant women worked with a number of local artists, and a group of high-school history students developed a small exhibition known as "Working Family Treasures" aimed at displaying the story behind some familiar object in an elderly _. . relative's household. The Centre's limited experience with this kind of community-based exhibition suggests that thereare rich rewards but also large practical problems. Working people have to be convinced that their histories have any relevance, and also have to be encouraged to shed their deference to professional 66 The Power of Place group has been quite active as well; see Hayden, Power of Place. direction. They may too easily assume that the existence of the Centre means that we will organize the project for them.
Labour historians and their collaborators in workers' public history may soon discover, moreover, that they have to confront some conventional assumptions about historical exhibitions among working people. Even the key supporters of workers' heritage inside the labour movement have surprisingly old-fashioned notions about what they want in their museum. To a great extent, they seem to expect a fairly traditional exhibition with formal glass cases, only, this timethey want.to see them filled with labour memorabilia. They are delighted with the grand architecture of the old Custom House that OWAHC inhabits -in spite of all the museological debates about avoiding the museum as "temple." It is not hard to see that these assumptions among working people are based not only on their limited contact with museums, but also with their deep concern about respectability. Just as they believe that union photographs should be carefully posed portraits, and public occasions should maintain a basic decorum, so too, museums or heritage centres devoted to workers's history should be proper, respectable places -even if that means being formal and stuffy.
Ultimately, the labour historian and his or her collaborators in workers' heritage projects may want to question the very notion of an "audience." Perhaps the greatest conceptual hurdle to get over is that heritage programming should be a cultural package ready and waiting to be appreciated by visitors (much as we imagine our books in relation to our readership). In practice, OWAHC has learned that after a splashy opening night, an exhibition may have little life unless it connects with ongoing community activism. Off-the-street visits may be minimal, but group visits from schools, unions, seniors' organizations, and so on are always more successful. The Centre is also attracting growing numbers of labour, arts, women ' s, and other community groups who are eager to use the space for meetings, events, and celebrations. The exhibitions then tend to be appreciated as historical or artistic links with the present, rather than merely abstracted cultural products waiting for an audience. Labour historians can also bring their sensitivity to the flow of working-class life to suggest many ways to carry programming outside central locations (like Hamilton's Custom House) into shopping malls, unemployment offices, community centers, union halls, churches, and a variety of locations where working people regularly gather.
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The public history of working-class experience can be enlightening ("I didn't know that happened!"), challenging ("How could people be treated so badly?"), reassuring ("We've done some great things together!"), or ennobling ("They really were the salt of the earth!"). Yet it should also be at least somewhat empowering -the knowledge or inspiration working people get from "workers' heritage" should give them some critical tools for assessing and confronting their present situations. As labour historians have discovered in their classrooms and their own research projects, the link between the past and the present can be a powerful force. ' None of these comments should be interpreted as a suggestion that labour historians involved in public history have to abandon their intellectual integrity to some kind of pop-culture pablum. People want us involved in these projects for what we do best-researching and interpreting the past. We are simply developing a new role for the "public intellectual," which has traditionally included intervention into the formation of public opinion and can now take on new dimensions. The difficult learning curve for us is how and where to communicate our knowledge beyond the classroom, the academic conference, and the scholarly publication. If we are prepared to work collectively and respectfully with other non-academic practitioners of historical reconstruction, to learn new visual and oral modes of communicating, and to reorient our thinking away from creating a cultural product for cultural consumption towards a more dynamic development of public history programs witiiin the daily lives of working people, then we can be extremely effective in helping to make workers' heritage a fuller part of Canada's cultural legacy. In the process we will help to build a more democratic culture.
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